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For this is not the liberty which wee can hope, that no grievance ever should arise in the Commonwealth, that let no man in this World expect; but when complaints are freely heard, deeply consider'd, and speedily reform'd, then is the utmost bound of civill liberty attain'd that wise men looke for.

John Milton, Areopagitica.¹

Introduction

Writing in 1980, Kevin Cho said “Australia rivals Canada in its passion for Ombudsman”,² there being at that time executive ombudsmen³ (or Parliamentary Commissioners) in each of the States, the Commonwealth and the Northern Territory.⁴ Since that time, ombudsmen in Australia have “gone forth and multiplied”.⁵ The past decade or so has witnessed the expansion of the ombudsman concept into the private sector, with the creation of industry ombudsmen schemes at both national and State levels to handle complaints about privatized essential services,⁶ as well as complaints about industries which were never part of the public sector.⁷ The ombudsman model has also been chosen to deal with single-issue complaints within a particular industry, a recent example being the proposed Music Industry Ombudsman which will have jurisdiction over censorship, but not other aspects of the music industry.⁸

Not only have specialist ombudsmen been established at both Commonwealth and State levels, but the public ombudsmen in many jurisdictions have been given additional functions, some of which represent a dramatic departure from their traditional role. In recent years, the Commonwealth Ombudsman has been given jurisdiction to investigate complaints against the National Crime Authority, the Commonwealth and NSW Ombudsmen have been tasked with monitoring compliance with controlled operations legislation, Victoria’s Ombudsman has been given a very broad jurisdiction over complaints by whistleblowers, and the NSW Ombudsman has acquired both investigatory and supervisory jurisdiction in relation to complaints of child abuse, not just in relation to public sector employees.
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Concerns have been expressed that the conferral of additional jurisdiction may compromise ombudsmen’s reputation for impartiality and independent investigation, by conferring functions without the resources necessary to carry them out properly, and, in some circumstances, by giving ombudsmen a monitoring role without the ability to investigate.

Cases brought against ombudsmen in recent years have highlighted their considerable ability to damage an individual’s reputation, in investigating such matters as allegations of sexual abuse, professional misconduct and police corruption. Yet, despite the substantial influence possessed by ombudsmen, there has been little attention given to means of ensuring their accountability for the exercise of their investigatory powers. Developments relating to ombudsmen’s obligation to disclose documents pursuant to freedom of information legislation, the role of the courts in reviewing the exercise by ombudsmen of their powers, and the connection between ombudsmen and parliaments appear to be as ad hoc as the accretion of additional areas of jurisdiction. An opportunity to reconceptualise the role of ombudsman was recently passed up when Queensland became the first jurisdiction to complete a comprehensive review of its Ombudsman. After a major independent review and parliamentary review of the office, the Queensland Parliament enacted the Ombudsman Act 2001, which largely replicates the substance of existing legislation.

Before continuing, it is worth briefly mentioning two recent developments which will not be considered further in this paper. Last year, the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO) survived a constitutional challenge brought by two internet service providers who had failed to join the TIO scheme as required by legislation. The case focused on the constitutional limitations on Commonwealth ombudsmen schemes, limitations which do not affect ombudsmen at State level or those established by industry without Commonwealth legislative backing. Secondly, South Australia has recently passed legislation that will expand the jurisdiction of the Ombudsman to cover government business enterprises, State owned corporations and outsourced government services, as well as giving the Ombudsman an “administrative audit” role. Much has been written over the past decade about the need to extend public sector methods of accountability, including ombudsman review, to corporatised, privatised and outsourced bodies providing government services, and there is no need to rehearse the debate here.

**Expansion of Statutory Ombudsmen’s Jurisdiction**

It is axiomatic that the role of public sector ombudsmen is, in Justice Kirby’s words, “improving public administration and increasing its accountability” by providing an independent review of administrative actions taken by a range of executive agencies.

Legislative developments in recent years have brought some executive agencies which have traditionally been excluded from the ombudsmen’s purview, including the National Crime Authority, within jurisdiction. The Victorian Ombudsman has been given sweeping new powers to investigate and oversee the investigation of complaints by whistleblowers. Parliaments have also conferred on ombudsmen functions not directly involving the resolution of citizens’ grievances against government, such as under controlled operations legislation.
Additionally, in New South Wales the Ombudsman has been given jurisdiction to investigate cases involving alleged child abuse. This represents a fundamental departure from the traditional role of ombudsmen in two respects: it empowers the Ombudsman to investigate actions taken by private bodies, including private schools and child care centres, and it involves investigation of matters wholly unrelated to administration, namely, whether child abuse has occurred.

The vesting of additional functions in the various ombudsmen is testimony to their success in handling complaints, but it can also be perceived as somewhat “ad hoc”. In some instances, the acquisition of these additional roles may not be appropriate, for, as Pearce has noted, ombudsmen have not had the same level of success in the performance of these functions as in their traditional complaint handling.

Complaints relating to policing

In general, ombudsmen exercise a reinvestigatory role with respect to complaints against police. That is, although in some jurisdictions a complaint may be made either directly to the ombudsman or to police, there is either a legislative requirement or an administrative arrangement to the effect that the investigation of grievances is conducted initially by police and the ombudsman’s role is to monitor police internal investigations and ensure they are conducted properly. Ombudsmen usually investigate only if they are not satisfied with the outcome of the internal investigation. The exception is New South Wales, where since 1993 the Ombudsman has had a power of direct investigation over the use of police powers, in addition to a supervisory jurisdiction over primary investigations conducted by police.

Boyce v Owen – reinvestigatory power against police

A recent case from the Northern Territory, Boyce v Owen, highlights the vexed relationship between ombudsmen and police. In that case, a journalist from the Northern Territory News questioned Northern Territory police about whether a senior police officer had acted improperly in tipping off the subject of a search warrant after signing the warrant. Police instigated an internal inquiry, and informed the Ombudsman of this. Two weeks later, the internal investigation was completed and the material was sent to the Ombudsman for his “independent consideration … [and] advice on whether or not … the particular allegation can be sustained”. The Ombudsman decided the matter needed further investigation and wished to reinterview witnesses. The police officer whose conduct was in question, Superintendent Owen, challenged the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction.

The Court of Appeal of the Northern Territory held that the Ombudsman had no jurisdiction to conduct the investigation. The Ombudsman’s jurisdiction to investigate complaints against police is enlivened only when either a complaint is made by a “person aggrieved” to police and referred by the Commissioner of Police to the Ombudsman, or where a complaint is made direct to the Ombudsman. The Court held that there was no valid complaint made by the Northern Territory News, because a journalist was not a “person aggrieved”, having no greater interest than...
ordinary members of the public. Thus, the matter having been raised in the first instance with the police, the Ombudsman had no power to reinvestigate the matter.

**Complaints against the NCA**

Since October 2001, the Commonwealth Ombudsman has had jurisdiction to investigate complaints about the administrative actions of the National Crime Authority (NCA). The Ombudsman may transfer complaints about the NCA to another Commonwealth, State or Territory authority for investigation if that authority has jurisdiction to investigate the complaint and could more effectively or conveniently deal with it. This is similar to existing provisions which permit the Ombudsman to decline to investigate a complaint which could be more appropriately dealt with by another body, such as the Privacy Commissioner, the Public Service Commissioner or an industry ombudsman. The Ombudsman may also make cooperative arrangements with equivalent State and Territory bodies which have power over the NCA or certain members of staff of the NCA, to determine which authority should investigate complaints in a given case. These provisions are necessary in view of the fact that the NCA is not solely a Commonwealth body, but a transjurisdictional body which employs Commonwealth and State staff, including seconded State Police.

The amendments giving the Ombudsman jurisdiction over the NCA also protect sensitive information by prohibiting the Ombudsman from exercising his or her power to obtain information or documents relevant to a statutory investigation, where disclosure by the NCA would endanger a person's life or create a risk of serious injury. Further, the Ombudsman must not disclose information given to the office by the NCA if the Attorney-General certifies that disclosure would be contrary to the public interest because it would prejudice a person's safety or fair trial, the effectiveness of an NCA investigation or the operations of a law enforcement agency.

**Controlled operations**

Also in 2001, the Commonwealth Ombudsman was allocated the task of monitoring and reviewing compliance with controlled operations legislation by the Australian Federal Police (AFP) and the NCA. With the passage of the *Measures to Combat Serious and Organised Crime Act 2001* (Cth), the powers of the AFP and NCA to conduct controlled operations were greatly enhanced, including by:

- permitting officers to conduct controlled operations in relation to any “serious Commonwealth offence”, not just drug-related offences;
- indemnifying officers against civil as well as criminal liability for any acts undertaken in the course of a controlled operation;
- extending the immunity from criminal and civil liability to persons other than law enforcement officers who take part in an authorised controlled operation; and
- authorizing controlled operations for up to 6 months rather than 30 days.
To provide a counterbalance, additional accountability measures and safeguards were created, including a new monitoring and review role for the Ombudsman. This is modelled on, and largely mirrors, the powers and functions of the NSW Ombudsman in overseeing controlled operations in that State.\(^42\) The NCA and the Commissioner of Police must make quarterly reports to the Minister giving details relating to each controlled operation.\(^43\) The Ombudsman must also be given copies of these reports, and may require additional information about particular controlled operations mentioned in the reports.\(^44\) The Ombudsman must inspect the records of the AFP and the NCA in relation to controlled operations at least once every 12 months; and may inspect the records at any time to ascertain whether the controlled operations provisions are being complied with.\(^45\)

The Ombudsman is then accountable to the Parliament. In addition to detailed annual reports by the Minister,\(^46\) the Ombudsman must report annually to both Houses of Parliament on his or her supervisory function reviewing controlled operations, including comments “as to the comprehensiveness and adequacy of the reports which were provided to the Parliament by that law enforcement agency.”\(^47\)

It is important to note that the Ombudsman’s role does not extend to the investigation of complaints relating to the conduct of controlled operations by the AFP or the NCA. The role is limited to monitoring compliance with the legislative formalities, and in this respect parallels the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s existing role in overseeing the issue of warrants for telecommunications interception.\(^48\)

**Commentary**

The investigation of complaints against the police “has proved problematical in every jurisdiction”.\(^49\) Although the investigation of complaints is the core function of ombudsmen, complaints against police differ from other areas of ombudsmen’s responsibility in that many complaints involve allegations of criminal behaviour, often with no independent witnesses.\(^50\) The resources required to investigate allegations of criminality are far more demanding than to investigate a bureaucratic delay, for example. It is commonplace to observe that ombudsmen are generally under-resourced,\(^51\) and often unable to investigate complaints against police adequately, particularly complaints involving allegations of significant criminality. Thus, in most cases they rely on police internal investigation and there is no external, independent review of complaints by the ombudsman.\(^52\) As Alan Cameron has noted, there is a “credibility gap inherent in a system which involves police conducting all the investigations, and the Ombudsman being limited to reviewing the results.”\(^53\)

Both the Senate Committee and the Australian Law Reform Commission recommended that police complaints be removed from the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction, because of resource considerations and the serious nature of the complaints.\(^54\) *Boyce v Owen* provides yet another reason to consider this, namely, that technical jurisdictional limitations such as standing can prevent ombudsmen from exercising their reinvestigatory powers even in those few cases in which they choose to do so.

The selection of the Commonwealth Ombudsman to scrutinise the administrative actions of the NCA and to monitor the AFP’s and the NCA’s compliance with
controlled operations legislation is a testament to the office’s integrity and high public stature. The Parliamentary Joint Committee on the National Crime Authority had recommended that the Commonwealth Ombudsman should have oversight of controlled operations, partly in order to “reassur[e] the community of the integrity of the system” by providing an independent external source of accountability. However, this contradicted the recommendation of the only Commonwealth parliamentary committee to expressly consider the role of the Ombudsman, which recommended the removal of the analogous role in relation to telecommunication interception warrants from the Ombudsman, on the ground that the function was not appropriate for the Ombudsman.

Further, the conferral of jurisdiction on the Ombudsman to investigate complaints against the NCA goes directly against the recommendation of the Australian Law Reform Commission, which was that complaints against the AFP and the NCA be given to a separate body which would deal both with individual complaints and corruption issues.

As Pearce has observed, an “Ombudsman should not be asked to perform functions just because a government wants to say that they have been entrusted to a body of integrity.” The Ombudsman is not the only public office with a reputation for integrity and independence. For example, in Queensland the conduct of controlled operations is approved by the Controlled Operations Committee which is constituted by a retired Supreme Court or District Court judge, the chief executive of the police service and the chief executive of the Crime and Misconduct Commission. The Committee reports to the Minister, and the reports must be tabled in Parliament.

Further, giving the Ombudsman jurisdiction to oversee compliance with the legislative formalities “creates the false impression that the Ombudsman has the power to investigate complaints about action taken under the Act.” It also diverts attention and resources away from the Ombudsman’s mainstream functions. At a time when ombudsmen are already burdened with more functions than they have the resources to perform, the recent legislative amendments may be yet another example of what Richardson describes as conferring on the office “additional functions without proper thought about the budgetary implications.”

Complaints by whistleblowers

Whistleblowing, or disclosure of protected information in the public interest, is another area of complaints that has been allocated to ombudsmen in some jurisdictions. Last year, Victoria became the fifth jurisdiction in Australia to introduce legislation to protect whistleblowers. The Victorian legislation can be characterized as second generation legislation, in view of the level of detail it prescribes and the strong investigative and monitoring role it accords to the Victorian Ombudsman.

Victoria’s Whistleblowers Protection Act 2001

The Whistleblowers Protection Act 2001 (Vic) gives the Victorian Ombudsman jurisdiction to investigate disclosures by whistleblowers of improper conduct by public officers and public bodies. Improper conduct is defined to mean corrupt
conduct, a substantial mismanagement of public resources, or conduct involving substantial risk to public health or safety or to the environment that would constitute either a criminal offence or grounds for dismissal. In general, a whistleblower has a choice to disclose improper conduct to the Ombudsman or to the relevant public body (or the Chief Commissioner of Police for disclosures relating to police). If a public interest disclosure is made to the Ombudsman’s office, the Ombudsman has a duty to investigate it unless it is trivial, frivolous, vexatious or more than 12 months old. However, the Ombudsman may refer matters to the Chief Commissioner of Police, the Auditor-General, or the relevant public body for investigation, if he or she considers it appropriate. The Ombudsman may request the secondment of police officers or staff of a public body to assist in investigations. The Ombudsman reports the results of his or her investigations either to the responsible Minister or to the head of the public body. If insufficient steps have been taken to implement the Ombudsman’s recommendations, the ultimate sanction is to report to Parliament.

If a whistleblower complains to the relevant public body or the Chief Commissioner of Police rather than to the Ombudsman, that body investigates the complaint and the Ombudsman monitors the investigation. The Ombudsman has power to take over an investigation, if the public body refers it to the Ombudsman, if the whistleblower requests it, or if the Ombudsman is not satisfied with the progress of an investigation. A report on the result of the investigation is made to the Ombudsman as well as to the relevant Minister. Thus, the Ombudsman has either primary or supervisory jurisdiction over all complaints made by whistleblowers in Victoria.

The Ombudsman also has a standard-setting role in preparing and publishing guidelines for the procedures to be followed by public bodies in relation to complaints by whistleblowers and their investigation.

Commentary

The Victorian legislation differs from the legislation in the other four jurisdictions in the primacy which it gives to the Ombudsman as complaint investigator, and the level of detail it prescribes about the conduct of investigations.

In South Australia and New South Wales, the Ombudsman is empowered to receive only complaints relating to maladministration. Complaints about the waste of public money must be made to the Auditor-General, and complaints about police must be made to the relevant police complaints authority. In Queensland, the Ombudsman has no special role in investigating complaints and is not even referred to in the legislation, although clearly he or she would be able to receive complaints from whistleblowers relating to maladministration.

It could be difficult for whistleblowers not wishing to complain to the relevant government agency to identify the correct independent body to whom complaint can be made. The Victorian model has the advantage of simplicity in that virtually all complaints can be made to the Ombudsman. This is also the case in the ACT, where the Ombudsman and the Auditor-General are authorized to receive complaints from any person. However, in the ACT the Ombudsman exercises a residual investigatory jurisdiction – he or she may only investigate if he or she considers “there is no other
proper authority that can adequately or properly act on the disclosure; or that any proper authority that should have acted on the disclosure has failed, or been unable for any reason, to adequately act on the disclosure". Otherwise, the complaint should be referred to the relevant government agency for investigation.

None of the other four statutes contain any detail about how investigations are to be conducted, or provide for the monitoring of investigations. The Victorian legislation is unique in that regard, and in its provision for the Ombudsman to set standards for government departments and agencies to adopt in their internal dealings with complaints made by whistleblowers. It represents a model which could usefully be adopted in other jurisdictions considering amendment to their legislation.

**Complaints of child abuse**

In New South Wales, in a radical extension of the traditional role of ombudsmen, the Ombudsman has been given jurisdiction to investigate cases involving alleged child abuse arising out of the actions of both key public agencies providing services to children and certain private bodies, including private schools and child care centres.

**New South Wales child abuse legislation**

In 1998, in response to the Wood Royal Commission’s *Final Report into Paedophilia*, (which reported in August 1997), the New South Wales Parliament conferred on the State’s Ombudsman new and unprecedented powers to investigate allegations of child abuse in the context of the child-related employment screening scheme. Child abuse is broadly defined to include sexual abuse, physical assault, ill-treatment or neglect, and “exposing or subjecting a child to behaviour that psychologically harms the child”. The aim of conferring these powers on the Ombudsman is to overcome the potential “conflicts of interest when agencies investigate child abuse allegations made against their staff.”

The legislation places an “absolute obligation” on the heads of designated agencies to inform the Ombudsman of every allegation or conviction of child abuse made against an employee, and of the disciplinary action or investigation undertaken in response to it. The agencies designated for mandatory reporting are those that provide services to children, such as government schools, area health services, the Department of Community Services, other listed Departments and any public authorities prescribed by regulation. Significantly, the Act also applies to some non-government agencies which provide services to children, specifically private schools, child care centres and residential substitute care services. These agencies must refer to the Ombudsman any allegation of child abuse by an employee, even if there is no suggestion that it took place in the workplace. In addition, all other government agencies must notify the Ombudsman of any allegations or convictions of child abuse by employees if the abuse arises in the course of employment.

The Ombudsman has power to monitor internal investigations of child abuse allegations against employees, including being present at interviews, although he or she does not have to exercise this power. The Ombudsman must receive a copy of all completed reports of investigations, must be informed of what action is proposed following the conclusion of the agency’s investigation, and is entitled to
request any additional documentation relating to investigations at any time. The Ombudsman may even take over the conduct of investigations if he or she so decides. The Ombudsman is also tasked with investigating complaints about the way agencies have dealt with child abuse allegations, and additionally has the power to investigate agencies’ complaint handling procedures on his or her own motion.

In addition to monitoring the complaint handling and investigation of agencies, the Ombudsman has power to conduct direct investigations into allegations of child abuse. This applies both to those which have been compulsorily reported and to allegations of which the Ombudsman “otherwise becomes aware”. This is an exceedingly wide power to investigate directly whether or not child abuse occurred, as distinct from the disciplinary proceedings taken in response to child abuse allegations.

Significantly, the Ombudsman has power to disclose information received to police officers and other relevant investigative agencies. Although generally the Ombudsman is constrained by secrecy obligations, these do not apply to disclosures relating to child abuse.

The Ombudsman is also given the general function of scrutinizing the systems in place for preventing child abuse, and the systems for handling and responding to child abuse allegations or convictions against employees of designated government and non-government agencies. Part of the Ombudsman’s role is to assist agencies to develop standard procedures for responding to allegations of child abuse.

**Challenge to the NSW legislation – K’s case**

This jurisdiction of the Ombudsman was challenged in the New South Wales Supreme Court in 2000. *K v NSW Ombudsman* involved allegations of child abuse which had been made against “K”, a female high school teacher in New South Wales. K denied the allegations, and the NSW Department of Education and Training brought disciplinary proceedings against her. After an inquiry, the charges were found to be “not proven” and were dropped by the Department. The following year, the Ombudsman announced that he was conducting an investigation into both the conduct of the Department in relation to its disciplinary proceedings, and the conduct of K in relation to her former pupil.

K instituted proceedings challenging the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction to investigate both the Department and K’s conduct. Whealy J held that the Ombudsman clearly had jurisdiction not only to investigate the systems in place in designated agencies for preventing child abuse and responding to allegations of child abuse, but also to investigate the substance of the child abuse allegations, as “the powers conferred on the Ombudsman under s 25G appear in a context of the widest import in relation to the question of child abuse.”

**Commentary**

While the Ombudsman is investigating the adequacy of internal investigations of child abuse allegations, the focus remains the agency and its administrative
procedures. The Ombudsman’s function in scrutinizing agencies’ systems for the prevention of and response to child abuse also arguably relates to matters of administration. It is analogous to the oversight roles given to some ombudsmen in recent years, such as in relation to telecommunications interception warrants, whistleblower protection in Victoria, and controlled operations.

However, the power given to the NSW Ombudsman to conduct his or her own independent investigation into whether child abuse did in fact occur represents a drastic departure from the traditional conception of the role of the ombudsman, in three respects. First, it permits the Ombudsman to oversee disciplinary proceedings conducted by agencies, whereas the majority of statutory ombudsmen are precluded from investigating employment-related action such as disciplinary proceedings, promotions and dismissals.103 Secondly, the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction breaks new ground in that it extends to allegations of child abuse made against employees of private sector bodies, such as private schools and child care centres, as well as to volunteers, not just paid employees. Thirdly, the Ombudsman’s ability to directly investigate substantive complaints involving the commission of a serious criminal offence represents a rejection of one of the traditional limitations imposed on ombudsmen. In two early cases, one in Victoria and the other in Saskatchewan, courts held that unlawful assaults by prison officers were not able to be investigated by ombudsmen. This was because an assault is not a “matter of administration”, since unlawful criminal conduct cannot be authorized, explicitly or impliedly, by an employer. However, the failure of senior prison officers to discipline the offending officer,104 or the failure to take steps to investigate a complaint to prison authorities105 would be administrative matters properly within an ombudsman’s province of investigation.106

Although the NSW Ombudsman’s role is investigatory, and he or she has no determinative powers, hence no power to make “findings” of guilt, even the reporting of “opinions” touching individual guilt carries the risk of irreparably damaging individual reputation.107 In the public mind, indeed even in law, the distinction between a “finding” and an “opinion” can be elusive.108 Thus, even comments concerning individual culpability can be devastatingly damaging:

Insinuations of personal culpability by a major public investigative body carry great stigma and have the potential to do serious harm to reputations. Given the nature of the claims and the forum in which they are being made here, such reputations may never have the opportunity of being vindicated at a trial. Additionally it is not at all unlikely that such conclusions could interfere with any disciplinary process.109

That this is so is underlined by the fact that a number of the cases involving ombudsmen have been brought in order to clear a person’s reputation, whether by obtaining an effective acquittal by the ombudsman,110 or by seeking to prevent the ombudsman from publishing damaging opinions.111 In a recent case, an ombudsman’s conclusion that there was a “reasonable likelihood” that a solicitor had engaged in “unsatisfactory conduct” upset the solicitor sufficiently to cause him to bring proceedings seeking to clear his name, even though the ombudsman decided to take no further action and dismissed the complaint against him.112 An ombudsman’s opinion that a person may have engaged in child abuse, even though not determinative of the issue, would carry even greater stigma and risk of harm.
An additional note of caution is that ombudsmen, unlike courts and tribunals, are not bound by principles of double jeopardy, but have the power to reopen investigations at any time, even after issuing a formal report, where new information comes to hand which suggests the possibility of error in the initial finding.\textsuperscript{113} This lack of finality has the potential to have an extremely serious impact on the lives of individuals against whom allegations of child abuse have been made.

Finally, it must be observed that the jurisdiction represents a very significant additional burden on the NSW Ombudsman’s office. In 2000-2001 the Ombudsman received a total of 1,379 written notifications and 56 complaints concerning child abuse, but monitored only six investigations.\textsuperscript{114} To avoid the problems experienced with police complaints in many jurisdictions, where ombudsmen are given powers which they are unable to exercise in the majority of cases by reason of resource constraints, it is essential that the NSW Ombudsman is granted sufficient additional resources to perform these functions satisfactorily.

\textbf{Avenues of Accountability for Ombudsmen}

Given the additional responsibilities which are being vested in ombudsmen, and their ability to affect individual reputation, the question arises as to what avenues exist to ensure accountability. Although ombudsmen themselves are a means of ensuring accountability of government, they are not immune from such processes. Some mechanisms are freedom of information legislation, judicial review and accountability to Parliament. The application of such accountability processes to ombudsmen has been and continues to be contentious.

\textit{Freedom of information}

There is an ongoing tension between the privacy of investigations by ombudsmen and freedom of information (FOI) legislation. This has been resolved in some jurisdictions, most recently Victoria, by exempting ombudsmen from the requirement to comply with FOI legislation altogether. In other jurisdictions, despite being subject to FOI legislation, many documents prepared by ombudsmen’s offices fall within one or more of the specific exemptions to disclosure.

\textit{Recent cases – no secrecy exemption}

All jurisdictions provide that an ombudsman’s investigations are to be in private,\textsuperscript{115} and prohibit the ombudsman and his or her staff disclosing any information obtained in the course of their duties except in certain narrowly defined circumstances.\textsuperscript{116} Despite this, in the seminal case of \textit{Kavvadias v Commonwealth Ombudsman} the Federal Court held that a secrecy provision which is expressed in general terms is not effective to exclude the operation of freedom of information legislation.\textsuperscript{117} Thus, in the absence of a specific exemption, ombudsmen are subject to FOI legislation despite their secrecy obligations.

This principle has been reaffirmed in four recent tribunal cases, two in the Commonwealth Administrative Appeals Tribunal,\textsuperscript{118} and two in the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.\textsuperscript{119} In the Victorian cases, the Tribunal drew the distinction drawn in \textit{Kavvadias} between the nature of the information to be protected from
disclosure, and the person or office-holder who is prohibited from disclosing information. It affirmed that the secrecy exemption under FOI legislation applies to provisions directed to particular information, rather than to a blanket prohibition on disclosure of information by particular office-holders. Thus, the Ombudsman’s secrecy obligations did not exempt him or his staff from their FOI obligations.120

**Brown and Woodford—internal working documents exemption**

In *Brown v Commonwealth Ombudsman*, the Commonwealth Ombudsman was successful in having his draft report (which had been sent to the agency with opportunity to comment) and written submissions in response by the agency’s solicitors declared to be exempt from disclosure to the complainant under FOI legislation under the provision exempting “internal working documents”.121 This exemption requires weighing “the public interest in citizens being informed of the processes of their government and its agencies” against “the public interest in the proper working of government”.122

The Ombudsman submitted:123

> The fact that investigations are conducted in private enables them to proceed as fairly and efficiently as possible with the Ombudsman forming tentative views about an action subject to investigation and maintaining, revising or discarding those views as further information comes to light. …

> It would defeat the object of this legislative scheme if the Applicant were to gain access to material containing tentative opinions about the investigation up to the point where the draft reports were issued when, on further investigation, those opinions were altered.

The Tribunal concluded that the “proper working of government” required that the Ombudsman be able to reach tentative conclusions in draft reports, then forward them to the agency concerned to give it an opportunity to comment, without fear that such provisional opinions would be disclosed to the complainant or the public. The Tribunal concluded that it would be contrary to the public interest for such tentative criticisms to be disclosed, as “their publication could create a misleading or perhaps unfair impression in the public mind”.124

In *Woodford*, the VCAT independently concluded that draft letters and interview preparation notes fell within the exemption for internal working documents.125

**Woodford—confidentiality exemption**

In *Woodford*, despite affirming that the Victorian Ombudsman could not claim a general exemption from FOI legislation on account of his or her secrecy obligations, Senior Member Preuss accepted that certain categories of documents were exempt from disclosure. She held that tapes of interviews, notes of interviews and file notes of discussions with interviewees were exempt, on the basis that the information was obtained in confidence.126 She referred to the combined effect of various statutory provisions as indicating a confidential process,127 and concluded that “the hallmark of documents relating to investigations conducted by the Ombudsman is confidentiality”.128 She accepted the Ombudsman’s argument that the office has always acted on the basis that interviews are conducted in confidence, and that it
would make it extremely difficult for the Ombudsman to obtain full and frank information (without resorting to use of its coercive powers) in the absence of such assurances of confidentiality.129

**Victorian legislation – Ombudsman exempt from FOI**

Since 19 June 2001, when the *Whistleblowers Protection Act 2001* (Vic) was passed and commenced, the Victorian Ombudsman’s office has enjoyed exemption from FOI disclosure for documents which contain information relating to complaints, preliminary enquiries, investigations, reports or recommendations.130 The exemption is not a reaction to the cases of *Woodford* and *Al Hakim*, as the Tribunal members in both cases noted that the Bill was already before Parliament. Rather, it restores the general exemption from freedom of information legislation that the Victorian Ombudsman had enjoyed from 1987 to 1993, and which, it has been argued, was unintentionally removed by changes to the definition of “agency” in 1993.131

A general immunity from freedom of information legislation is not without precedent in Australia. The South Australian Ombudsman enjoys exemption from freedom of information requirements132 and the NSW Ombudsman in 1990 obtained an exemption for the office’s complaint handling, investigative and reporting functions.133

**Commentary**

These cases highlight the tension between the public interest in openness and accountability of government (which is protected through FOI legislation) and the need for openness and frankness in communications with ombudsmen (which is safeguarded through the secrecy and confidentiality provisions in ombudsman legislation).

The solicitors for Mrs Woodford argued that the public interest demands “the public accountability of the Ombudsman and his processes”, as the Ombudsman is a part of government. They argued that “if the Ombudsman was not subject to the provisions of the FOI Act, the whole system of accountability of government was undermined.”134 Similarly, Allars queries whether “ombudsmen deserve the non-negotiable trust of complainants and public servants” or whether there is something anomalous in ombudsmen being exempt “from a mechanism for achieving open government and hence administrative accountability”.135

The exemptions granted over individual documents in cases such as *Woodford* would exclude a considerable portion of the Ombudsman’s file from disclosure, leaving little more than internal file notes, correspondence sent and received and published reports if the private and confidential nature of the ombudsman process and the need for secrecy to obtain full and frank disclosure of information are more important than accountability to the public, it may be preferable for Parliament to confer on ombudsmen a blanket exemption from FOI legislation, as has been granted in Victoria, New South Wales and South Australia, rather than undermine the philosophy by granting ad hoc exemptions for specific classes of document.
Availability of judicial review

If ombudsmen are exempt, or partially exempt, from public accountability through FOI legislation, greater weight falls upon other accountability mechanisms such as judicial review and parliamentary oversight. In all jurisdictions, ombudsmen are immune from civil liability for their actions unless they are done in bad faith.¹³⁶ In addition, privative clauses purporting to oust the jurisdiction of superior courts to review decisions of ombudsmen exist in a number of jurisdictions.¹³⁷ Contrary to the general tendency to interpret such provisions narrowly so as not to remove significant decisions from the jurisdiction of the courts,¹³⁸ privative clauses relating to ombudsmen have been literally interpreted as excluding any proceedings for judicial review, including on the ground of excess of jurisdiction.¹³⁹ A very recent Tasmanian case reaffirms that where a privative clause exists, the courts will not review the findings of ombudsmen, except pursuant to the specific statutory procedure which in all jurisdictions allows a superior court to determine questions concerning an ombudsman’s jurisdiction.¹⁴⁰ Questions concerning judicial review of determinations also arise in relation to industry ombudsmen, as is illustrated by the Citipower case. Queensland has recently made major changes to the Ombudsman’s liability, including removing the privative clause and immunity from criminal and some forms of civil liability.

Queensland legislation – removal of privative clause

The Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1974 (Qld) contained a fairly comprehensive privative clause.¹⁴¹ It provided the Parliamentary Commissioner and his or her staff with immunity from all civil and criminal proceedings, save for acts done in bad faith, and then proceedings could be brought only with leave of the Supreme Court. It further provided that no prerogative writ of any sort would lie against the Parliamentary Commissioner, and gave the Commissioner immunity from giving evidence or producing documents in judicial proceedings.

When in 2001 this legislation was repealed and replaced with the Ombudsman Act 2001 (Qld), these significant protections were not reenacted. Instead, the new legislation contains a simple clause protecting the Ombudsman and his or her staff from civil liability for acts done “honestly and without negligence.”¹⁴²

This alteration was not remarked on by Premier Beattie in delivering the second reading speech, where he emphasized that the new legislation “does not represent substantial changes.”¹⁴³ However, the Explanatory Notes explain that “the immunity of the Ombudsman and staff from proceedings is less extensive than the current provision and meets concerns expressed by the Scrutiny of Legislation Committee about similar provisions.”¹⁴⁴ This new provision is extremely significant, because it renders the Queensland Ombudsman and his or her staff liable to criminal proceedings, civil suit where negligence is alleged, and the full range of judicial review actions for administrative error.

Scutt case – statutory ombudsmen

The Tasmanian case of Anti-Discrimination Commissioner v Acting Ombudsman¹⁴⁵ is an instructive and unusual example of the need for ombudsmen not only to resolve
grievances brought by members of the public, but also to mediate between
government officials at loggerheads. Dr Jocelynne Scutt, the Tasmanian Anti-
Discrimination Commissioner, brought proceedings in the Supreme Court
challenging the Ombudsman’s jurisdiction to investigate and report on complaints
made against her. She was investigating two serious matters involving sexual abuse
and wrongful dismissal. The government bodies under investigation requested
the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP) to act for them, but Dr Scutt refused to
respond to the DPP, instead addressing all correspondence to the bodies
themselves and complaining of no response to her letters (since she did not
acknowledge responses from the DPP). The DPP lodged a number of complaints
with the Ombudsman about Dr Scutt’s conduct.

The Ombudsman reported, finding that some of the DPP’s complaints were
substantiated but others were not. She found Dr Scutt’s refusal to reply to the DPP’s
response “amounted to a lack of basic manners and observance of basic
communication rules” and was discourteous and not good administrative practice.
The investigation had concerned the Ombudsman in that “it had revealed a degree
of apparent animosity between two very senior officers which she considered to be
unproductive and unbecoming”.

After the Ombudsman had reported, the Anti-Discrimination Commissioner brought
proceedings in the Supreme Court seeking declarations that the Ombudsman did not
have jurisdiction to investigate or to report on either matter. The Tasmanian
legislation conferred immunity on the Ombudsman and her staff from any civil or
criminal proceedings on the ground of want of jurisdiction or any other ground, in the
absence of bad faith. It provided a statutory cause of action in the Supreme Court
to determine whether “in the course of, or in contemplation of, an investigation, …
the Ombudsman has jurisdiction to conduct the investigation”.

Justice Crawford held that, because of the privative clause, he had no power to
engage in a general review of the Ombudsman’s opinions on administrative law
grounds. He had power under the specific statutory procedure to determine only the
threshold question of whether the Ombudsman had jurisdiction to conduct the
investigation. However, he did accept that the statutory procedure was not, as
earlier decisions in other jurisdictions had held, limited to the time when an
investigation by the Ombudsman is being contemplated or is currently underway. He
accepted that an application may be made to the Court for determination of the
Ombudsman’s jurisdiction even once the Ombudsman has completed the
investigation.

Citipower case – industry ombudsmen

Industry ombudsmen may also be immune from judicial review actions, even where
no immunity is provided for in legislation. In 1999, the Victorian Supreme Court
considered a case brought against the Electricity Industry Ombudsman (Vic) Ltd
(EIOV) by Citipower, a supplier of electricity against whom the EIOV had awarded
compensation to three consumers in respect of damage suffered as a result of an
interruption to power supply. Citipower argued that the EIOV had made orders
which were beyond power, or, alternatively, were in breach of the EIOV constitution.
The case turned on the construction of the provisions of the EIOV constitution, which formed a contract between the EIOV and its members, electricity suppliers.

Justice Warren held that Citipower was contractually bound to accept a determination of the EIOV and the court should not interfere with the Ombudsman’s determination, as the EIOV’s jurisdiction to determine complaints arises from the contract constituted by the constitution and voluntarily entered into by the parties. She accepted that some disputes are better decided by non-lawyers or by people with specialist expertise in the particular industry, and “sometimes, it is appropriate that State-appointed judges stay outside disputes of certain kinds which a private domestic tribunal has been appointed to decide.” This does not mean that such tribunals are above the law, merely that “the courts will not discourage private organisations from ordering their own affairs within acceptable limits.”

However, courts can examine whether private adjudicative bodies such as industry ombudsmen have complied with the terms of their contract. Justice Warren construed the terms of the EIOV constitution and concluded that the EIOV was entitled to proceed to the determinations she made. She emphasized that it was not open to her to substitute his own finding on the facts unless the EIOV’s determination was “so aberrant as to be irrational.”

**Commentary**

Ombudsmen were traditionally seen as an adjunct to Parliament, supplementing citizens’ ability to complain to their member of Parliament. Now, increasingly they are becoming a real alternative to courts and tribunals, providing accessible, speedy and low-cost remedies. This is particularly so with private industry ombudsmen, which commonly have the power to make binding determinations of monetary compensation up to a certain amount. Public ombudsmen have no power to enforce their recommendations, to overrule the decisions of government officials, or to compel any action on the part of the relevant individual, department or authority. Nevertheless, they have a number of powers, including report to the Premier or Prime Minister, report to Parliament and publicizing their reports, which are powerful in persuading agencies to act on their recommendations and thus provide an effective remedy to aggrieved individuals. Indeed, a South Australian judge has commented that “it may be expected that those officials and agencies which are subject to [the Ombudsman’s] jurisdiction will comply with his recommendations.” The ability of reports by ombudsmen to have a dramatic impact on individuals’ reputations has already been noted.

In view of the fact that ombudsmen now represent an effective alternative to the courts in the resolution of disputes, it is questionable whether courts should exercise a greater degree of restraint in reviewing the decisions of ombudsmen than they do in relation to other administrators, or indeed whether the ability to appeal to the courts as a last resort can justifiably be excluded, as it has been in some jurisdictions.

In relation to private ombudsmen, the justification appears to be non-intervention with the terms of the contract by which the parties have agreed that dispute resolution by the ombudsman will be final and binding. However, the contract
analysis is flawed in that the individual consumers, who are not parties to the contract and did not choose the terms of the ombudsman scheme, will also be excluded from seeking judicial review of the ombudsman’s decisions which directly affect them. Further, the service providers, although they may be parties to the contract establishing an industry ombudsman scheme, are often not in the position of equal parties who have freely chosen to be bound by ombudsmen determinations. This is particularly the case where legislation compels participation in an ombudsman scheme, as it does for example with the EIOV and the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman. This problem could be ameliorated if the contract establishing a private ombudsman, or legislation requiring the implementation of an ombudsman scheme, gave consumers remedies, for example by providing for arbitration or tribunal or judicial review in the event of a dispute between the ombudsman and a consumer or scheme member.\textsuperscript{163}

In relation to public ombudsmen, the justification for the non-availability of judicial review of the ombudsmen’s decisions seems to be that judicial review is already available in respect of the decisions of the agency in question, so does not need to be applied a second time to the ombudsman’s investigation. Further, ombudsmen are accountable to Parliament, and “this creates at least one avenue whereby any disquiet on any issue within the jurisdiction of the Ombudsman can be properly looked at.”\textsuperscript{164} Finally, the fact the Ombudsman’s power is recommendatory only and has no binding effect is significant in the non-availability of judicial review,\textsuperscript{165} despite the authoritative nature of the recommendations. However, the importance ascribed to this last matter may be queried given the potential of ombudsmen’s recommendations (particularly in investigating serious matters such as child abuse) to dramatically damage individuals’ reputations, a factor which was highlighted by the High Court’s decision to review preliminary decisions of the Criminal Justice Commission.\textsuperscript{166}

Despite the continuing reticence of the courts to become involved in reviewing ombudsmen’s decisions, as demonstrated in the Scutt case and the Citipower case, some steps are beginning to be taken towards ensuring accountability of ombudsmen for their decisions. One such step has been the removal of the privative clause from Queensland’s legislation.

**Accountability to Parliament**

Given the ongoing tension in the relationship between ombudsmen and freedom of information, and the cautious steps being taken in a few jurisdictions towards judicial review of ombudsmen, ombudsmen’s accountability to Parliament assumes great importance. However, as Snell has observed, “[t]he Ombudsman-Parliament relationship has been riddled with tension and countervailing bouts of attraction and separation”.\textsuperscript{167} Over the past decade there have been numerous calls both from Ombudsmen and within Parliament for stronger links between ombudsmen and Parliament to ensure the effective performance of their role. Much discussion of the relationship between ombudsmen and the legislature has focused on ensuring the independence and impartiality of ombudsmen by distancing the institution from the executive branch of government, and hence decreasing its dependence on the executive for funding and staff. However, another key facet of the debate is increasing parliamentary oversight and scrutiny of the performance of their functions.
This was a major theme in the recent overhaul of the Queensland Ombudsman legislation.

**Queensland legislation – agent of Parliament subject to oversight by a Parliamentary committee**

Although both Western Australia and Queensland formerly had an ombudsman known by the title “Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations”, Queensland was and is unique in Australia in designating the Commissioner an officer of the Parliament.\(^{168}\) This has carried through into the new legislation. Although the Queensland office is now known by the more familiar title “Ombudsman”, the status as officer of the Parliament has been retained.

In some respects, this is of little more than symbolic significance, as “the Ombudsman’s investigations are not ‘parliamentary investigations’, do not attract parliamentary privilege and are subject to judicial review”.\(^{169}\) However, the designation as a parliamentary officer has some important corollaries: the Ombudsman is not subject to direction as to the manner of the exercise of his or her functions or the priority given to any investigation,\(^{170}\) and the Ombudsman has power to investigate matters referred to the office by a member of Parliament or a statutory committee of the Parliament.\(^{171}\) This underscores the status of the Queensland Ombudsman as a member of the legislative branch of government, separate from the executive.

The Legal Constitutional and Administrative Review Committee of the Queensland Legislative Assembly (LCARC) already had, and will retain, a considerable role in safeguarding the Ombudsman’s independence from the executive. LCARC must be consulted by the executive about the selection and appointment of the Ombudsman,\(^{172}\) the development of the Ombudsman’s budget,\(^{173}\) the appointment of a person to conduct a strategic review of the Ombudsman,\(^{174}\) and on motions to suspend or remove the Ombudsman.\(^{175}\)

Thus, the Queensland Ombudsman already had considerable independence as an officer of the Parliament, both through the legislative provisions and the scrutiny of LCARC on executive decisions affecting the office. The new legislation balances this independence with measures to increase the accountability of the Ombudsman to the Parliament. It confers on LCARC the roles of monitoring and reviewing the Ombudsman's performance of his or her functions, examining the Ombudsman's annual reports and reporting to Parliament on any matter concerning the Ombudsman or any changes to the functions, structures and procedures of the office of Ombudsman the committee considers desirable.\(^{176}\) This provision had no counterpart in the repealed Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1974 (Qld). It is directly modelled on the functions the New South Wales Joint Committee on the Office of the Ombudsman has exercised under legislation since 1990.\(^{177}\)

**Commentary**

Although the symbolic change of making ombudsmen officers of Parliament may or may not be necessary,\(^{178}\) it seems clear that additional parliamentary involvement with ombudsmen is desirable, whether through scrutiny of appointments,
involvement in the budget, reviewing ombudsmen’s reports and exercise of their powers, or a combination of these.

Some form of parliamentary oversight of appointments to the office of ombudsman exists in two jurisdictions apart from Queensland. In South Australia, the parliamentary Statutory Officers Committee has the responsibility to inquire into and report on a suitable person for appointment to the office of Ombudsman. The NSW Joint Committee on the Office of the Ombudsman has a power of veto over appointments. In Western Australia and at Commonwealth level Parliamentary committees have recommended that they be given an advisory role in relation to appointments to the office of Ombudsman, but these recommendations remain outstanding several years later. Parliamentary involvement in, or oversight of, the process of appointments would enhance the perception of independence of ombudsmen from the executive.

It is only in Queensland that a parliamentary committee has a formal statutory role in relation to the development of the ombudsman’s budget, despite perennial problems faced by ombudsmen in securing sufficient resources and despite the obvious advantages financial independence from the executive would bring. Budgetary independence has been considered, but not obtained, in other jurisdictions. A Tasmanian parliamentary inquiry is currently considering whether a separate Appropriation Act for, among others, the State Ombudsman’s Office is desirable. A recommendation that a parliamentary committee determine the Western Australian Ombudsman’s budget remains unimplemented, and a private member’s bill introduced by Roger Price MP which would have empowered a parliamentary committee to examine and report on the Commonwealth Ombudsman’s budget was not passed.

New South Wales and now also Queensland are the only jurisdictions to confer on a parliamentary committee mandatory functions of monitoring and reviewing the Ombudsman’s exercise of his or her duties, including reviewing the annual reports. The Commonwealth’s Senate Finance and Public Administration Legislation Committee is responsible for overseeing the performance of the Commonwealth Ombudsman, including reviewing the Ombudsman’s reports, but this has no legislative basis and is accorded no special priority, being only one of the Committee’s many functions. This function would have become statutorily mandatory had Roger Price’s private member’s bill passed. The establishment of a committee substantially dedicated to the Ombudsman, as exists in NSW, has no parallel elsewhere in Australia, although the Tasmanian Ombudsman has recently requested the establishment of a separate Ombudsman parliamentary committee, and Roger Price’s bill proposed the establishment of a Commonwealth Joint Committee on the Ombudsman in 1996. Historically, Parliaments have shown little interest in ombudsmen’s reports or holding them accountable for the exercise of their functions. The express legislative conferral on LCARC of functions concerning monitoring and review of the Ombudsman’s activities is a step towards greater accountability for the Queensland Ombudsman and greater responsibility of Parliament for the institution. This is to be expected to foster heightened interest in the office and its recommendations, and to
enhance the Ombudsman’s independence from the executive. As such, it serves as a model for other jurisdictions to consider.

Conclusion

Despite being described by judges as “a unique institution” and “an idea which had no precise demarcation” and by former Ombudsmen as a “hybrid” or even a “constitutional misfit”, public ombudsmen have, over the 25 or 30 years of their existence, acquired a prestigious reputation. At the time of their inception, as Richardson observed, “most Australians had never heard of an Ombudsman, and the few that had were not sure what an Ombudsman was supposed to do.” In the intervening period, the institution has grown from obscurity to occupying an essential place in modern society.

This is symbolised by the fact that last year Queensland changed the title of its 28 year old institution from “Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations” to “Ombudsman”, being “the name by which the office is popularly known in Queensland and the name used in most other comparable jurisdictions.”

The more recent proliferation of ombudsmen in the private sphere is also testimony to the success of public ombudsmen, and to the attractiveness of the ombudsman style of review to both complainants and the organizations under review. Creyke and McMillan assert that the emulation of public sector ombudsmen’s procedures and practices by industry is recognition of the fact that the government standards and public sector models are “best practice”.

A final indication of the value accorded to ombudsmen today is the conferral of additional functions and powers on public ombudsmen. Although traditionally ombudsmen were confined to investigating matters of administrative injustice, recent developments have seen ombudsmen acquiring jurisdiction over matters unrelated to administration (such as the NSW Ombudsman’s power to investigate allegations of child abuse); and acquiring jurisdiction over private sector bodies (such as private schools, child care centres and foster carers in New South Wales). Ombudsmen are increasingly also being given jurisdiction to monitor or scrutinize the performance of public functions by other agencies (including the handling of complaints by whistleblowers in Victoria), sometimes without having power to investigate complaints in those areas (such as in relation to controlled operations by police and the National Crime Authority).

Although the growth of industry ombudsmen and the expansion of the jurisdiction of statutory ombudsmen are an expression of the confidence parliaments and business have in the institution, greater attention needs to be paid to the accountability mechanisms in place to scrutinise the performance by ombudsmen of these functions. Otherwise, there is a real risk that the very existence of ombudsmen will legitimize public decision-making without providing either accountability or administrative justice for the individual. There may be policy reasons for exempting ombudsmen from FOI requirements, to encourage disclosure of information necessary to conduct investigations. Similarly, the lack of judicial review of ombudsmen’s decisions in many jurisdictions may be justifiable on the ground that ombudsmen do not have the power to make final and binding decisions, although their power to damage individuals’ reputations is considerable and it is noteworthy
that Queensland has recently moved to increase the accountability of its Ombudsman through the courts by removal of the privative clause. However, if accountability to the public and to the courts is not available, then it is imperative that ombudsmen are made more accountable to parliament, through increased legislative scrutiny of ombudsmen’s performance of their duties and greater involvement of parliamentary committees. Finally, unless present resource and operational constraints are remedied, when additional functions are granted to ombudsmen there is a danger of damaging ombudsmen’s present enviable reputation by conferring on them functions which they are not able to adequately perform and which will detract from their performance in other areas.
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